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The Angelus
P: The Angel of the Lord 
declared unto Mary

P: Behold the handmaid of the 
Lord 

P: And the Word was made Flesh 

P: Pray for us, O Holy Mother 
of God

R: And she conceived of the 
Holy Spirit.

R: Be it done unto me 
according to Thy word.

R: And dwelt among us.

R: That we may be made worthy 
of the promises of Christ.

Together: Pour forth, we beseech Thee, O Lord, Thy grace into our 
hearts; that we, to whom the incarnation of Christ, Thy Son, was made 
known by the message of an angel, may by His Passion and Cross be 
brought to the glory of His Resurrection, through the same Christ Our 
Lord.



Marriage as Vocation
• Marriage is a vocation, inasmuch as it is a response to a specific 

call to experience conjugal love as an imperfect sign of the love 
between Christ and the Church. Consequently, the decision to 
marry and to have a family ought to be the fruit of a process of 
vocational discernment.                    (Amoris Laetitia, 72)  

• Vocation: Latin meaning “to call.”  It is God’s invitation, His call 
to each person to love and serve Him and His Church in a 
particular state or way of life.  Each person’s vocation flows 
from the grace of baptism. (Catholic Diocese of Arlington)

• Key: Vocation is Jesus’ “call of love” to “follow me” in a 
particular way of life.   



My Mom and Dad

• My mom and dad’s wedding           –
my father looks frightened!

• Family is holy not because it is 
perfect but because God's grace 
is at work in it, helping it to set out 
anew everyday on the way of love.

~U.S. Catholic Bishops, Follow the Way of Love



Domestic Church
• LG 11: The family is, so to speak, the domestic church. In it 

parents should, by their word and example, be the first preachers 
of the faith to their children; they should encourage them in the 
vocation which is proper to each of them, fostering with special 
care vocation to a sacred state.

• Fortified by so many and such powerful means of salvation, all 
the faithful, whatever their condition or state, are called by the 
Lord, each in his own way, to that perfect holiness whereby the 
Father Himself is perfect.

• Key: Saints do not fall out of the sky like snowflakes, but are 
born and shaped through ordinary family life! 



Saint Makers
• Pope Francis: Mothers and fathers raising and educating their 

children, carrying on their daily work bearing their problems, but 
always hope in Jesus, who do not strut about, but do what they 
can.  They are the saints of daily life. 

Saint 
Maker

Saint Supporter

Saint Maker

Saint in the 
making



Primary Educators
• Parents are the primary educators in the faith…Indeed in the 

same way as the Church, the family "is a place in which the 
Gospel is transmitted and from which it extends." 

The family as a locus of catechesis has an unique privilege: 
transmitting the Gospel by rooting it in the context of profound 
human values. (General Directory of Catechesis, 255) 

• St. John Paul II: The ministry of evangelization carried out by 
Christian parents is original and irreplaceable. It assumes the 
characteristics typical of family life itself, which should be 
interwoven with love, simplicity, practicality and daily witness. 
(Familaris Consortio, 53)



Make it Concrete
• In writing a paper on Mary in the seminary, I came across an 

author who said that Christianity dislikes abstractions and 
prefers the concrete and personal. 

• In other words, we like “personal examples” of abstract 
concepts.  To put it more bluntly, we like “real world stuff.”

• That said, let’s look at the Martin Family, a family that 
understood marriage and family as a vocation (i.e., a calling to 
love) and as such, strove to  live the gospel through the witness 
of self-sacrifice, sufferings, and the joys of 
daily family life.  



Louis
• Born on August 22, 1823, in 

Bordeaux

• His father was a captain in the 
French army who participated in 
the Napoleonic wars.

• As a young man, he learned the 
detailed craft of watchmaking.

• He had less a penchant for 
adventure and more of an 
inclination toward interiority. 
(Mongin, 12)



Louis
• He was sensitive to beauty, 

whether in literature or in nature.  
He would often stop to weep 
before the magnificent beauty of 
creation. (Mongin, 12)

• At age 22, he thought about 
entering religious life at the great 
St. Bernard Monastery.  

• However, he was refused 
admittance because he did not 
know Latin. (Gaucher, 8) 



Louis

• He moved to Paris for three years 
before finally settling in Alencon
with his parents who had a jewelry 
shop.

• For eight years quiet meditative 
Louis lived a life of work, 
interrupted by long fishing trips –
his favorite pastime – a few hunting 
parties and evenings spent with 
young people of the Catholic 
Circle. (Guacher, 8)



Louis
• Weekday Masses, nightly adoration, 

pilgrimages, this man was not ashamed 
to live as a Christian. (Gaucher, 9)

• His bearing expression and agreeable 
manners did not pass unnoticed by 
some young girls of Alencon, but he 
did not seem to notice them. (Gaucher, 
9)

• At 34, Louis was still unmarried.  His 
mother began to get worried.  She was 
on the lookout for a wife.  



For Us
Louis

• Desired to enter religious life, 
but was rejected

• Lived in Paris for three years, 
place of hustle and bustle

• Lived quiet life in Alencon
for 8 years

• Maintained life of prayer, 
study, and friendships

Us

• How do I react to rejection / 
disappointment?

• How do I act / live when in 
difficult circumstances?  Is my 
life consistent?

• Do I think God is working 
during uneventful moments?

• Do I express my faith via 
prayer, friendships, study?  



Zélie

• Born on December 23, 1831, 
in Saint-Denis-sur-Sathon.

• The family was quite poor, 
having to count every penny. 
Zélie never even had a doll.

• The family atmosphere was not 
the happiest.  Her father was 
good, but surly.  Her mother 
was a woman with little 
affection. (Mongin, 15)



Zélie
• Zélie said of her childhood that it 

was as “sad as a shroud” and that 
because of her mother’s severity 
“my heart suffered a lot.” 
(Mongin, 15)

• Hence, she relied on God and 
trusted in His strength.  At age 
20, she believed she was called to 
religious life.  

• Unfortunately, she was turned 
away from the Daughters of 
Charity of St. Vincent de Paul.

• Zélie was intelligent, hard-
working, anxious, and tended 
toward scrupulosity.



Zélie
• Zélie decided to be trained in 

lacemaking.  She excelled at this 
delicate work and decided to open 
up a business with her sister, 
Élise.  

• The two opened up a business in 
Alencon.

• Zélie bonded with her sister as 
they worked side by side  For 
years, their lives were divided by 
work and prayer. (Mongin, 18)



Zélie
• After years of seeking religious 

life, Élise finally entered the 
Visitation Monastery in Le Mans.

• Zélie was heartbroken.  Shortly 
thereafter, Louis’ mother was 
taking lessons in lacemaking in 
Alencon and met Zelie.     
(Mongin, 18)

• Naturally, she saw an ideal 
daughter-in-law in Zélie.  After 
some convincing, Louis was open 
to meeting Zelie.      



For Us
Zélie

• Experienced a difficult 
childhood, poor and lacking in 
affection

• Turned away from religious 
life by religious superior

• Opened a business with 
sister, but sister eventually 
left for religious life

• Open to meeting Louis 

Us

• What was my childhood like?  
How have I invited the Lord 
into it (i.e., healing)?

• How do I react to rejection / 
disappointment?

• How do I handle success, 
setbacks, or heartbreaks in 
life?

• Am I open to God doing 
something new in my life?



Crossing Paths
• Zélie crossed paths with Louis for the first time on a bridge in 

April 1858.  His attractive appearance caught her attention.  

• Father Piat tells the story: “She met a young man whose noble 
features, the look reserved, holding dignified impressed her. 
Meanwhile, an inner voice whispered in secret: “This is the one I 
have prepared for you.”” (Piat, 33)

• Wouldn’t it be great if all young people 
had such clarity? 

• Key: Zélie’s heart was open to the 
Holy Spirit!  He still speaks today!



For Us
• Like Louis and Zélie, we often experience disappointment or 

discouragement from the misfortunes in life.  

• However, both maintained a life of prayer, trusting in God’s 
goodness and that He had a plan for them.  

• Prayer: “Lord, even though I experienced [x, y, or z], I know you 
are good and that you love me.  I know that you have a plan for 
me.  Help me to trust you!  Help me to pray. 

• I ask that your will be done.  In everything I do, help me to 
depend more on you.  By your grace, help me to fulfill your plan 
for me that you may be glorified and that I become a saint. 
Amen!”



Short Engagement
• A few days later, Louis’ mother, Fanny, brought Louis and Zélie 

together.  They quickly grew fond of each other.

• They got engaged and three months later, they married on July 
13, 1858.  

• They married at the odd hour of midnight (local tradition).

• Suggestion: If you have children, suggest that they get married at 
midnight.  This will save on the cost of the reception.  

• First day of marriage, Zélie brought Louis to see her sister, now a 
nun, where she broke down in tears.  Seeing her sister awoke in 
her their separation and stirred up in her the regret at the loss of 
consecrated life. (Mongin, 21)



Continence
• Additionally, shortly after their marriage, Louis proposed to his 

wife that they live as brother and sister.  Docile and not knowing 
what to do, Zélie agreed. (Gaucher, 10)

• They lived together as brother and sister for 10 months, 
meanwhile opening themselves up to life by taking in for a time a 
small boy that had recently been widowed and overwhelmed 
father had entrusted to them. (Mongin, 22)

• After 10 months, a confessor convinced them to change their 
lifestyle and have children.  Apparently, they were very
obedient because they had nine children in 13 years!  They 
have seven girls and two boys.  Four would pass away young.  



Martin Children
• Marie: Eldest, independent, nonconformist, quite original.

• Pauline: Second oldest, was the confidante and favorite of her 
mother.  She was intelligent, resourceful.  She was the boy of 
the family.  She would become prioress of Carmel. 

• Lèonie: Invariable called “poor Lèonie,” was like the ugly 
duckling of the family, not very gifted, often sick, the only one to 
concern her mother.  She was the middle child without a 
confidante.  She would become a Visitation Sister in Mans.

• Hélène: Passed away at age five and half years.  She was very 
beautiful and her death would be very difficult. (Bro, 35)



Martin Children
• Joseph Louis: Passed away at five months.

• Joseph Jean-Baptiste: Passed away at eight months.

• Cèline: Clever, fearless one, was the inseparable companion of 
Thérèse.

• Marie Melanie Thérèse: Passed away at two months.

• Marie Francoise-Thérèse: Born Jan. 2, 1873; incredibly lively, 
mischievous, self-confident, candid, and stubborn. She was 
blond, blue-eyed, affectionate, and alarmingly precocious.  She 
could throw a giant-sized tantrum. Her bubbling laughter could 
make a gargoyle smile (Society of the Little Flower).  



Audacious
• The personality trait that comes to my mind for Thérèse’s 

personality is audacious.  

• For example, when I began Story of a Soul, I experienced 
immediate shock, but then awe (and a smile!) when I saw listed at 
the top: J.M.J.T. (Jesus, Mary, Joseph, Thérèse).

• I immediately thought, “Are you serious?  You have the audacity 
to include your name with Jesus, Mary, and Joseph?”

• Then I thought, “Wow!  You have the confidence to include your 
name in that list.  Wait, I want to be in that list too!  

• Key: Our patron saint is bold!  She invites us to be as well!



For Us
• Many parents have multiple children whose personalities are so

different from each other!

• Key: God creates lots of personalities!  To use an image, 
Thérèse opens her autobiography Story of a Soul with the 
image of a garden with a variety of flowers (e.g., lilies, roses, 
violets, daisies, etc.).  All the flowers He created are beautiful.  

• She concludes: “And so it is in the world of souls, Jesus’ 
garden.  He willed to create souls comparable to Lilies and 
roses, but He has created smaller ones and these must be 
content to be daises or violets destined to give joy to God’s 
glances when He looks down at his feet.  Perfection consists in 
doing His will, in being what He wills us to be.” (Story, 14)       



Parish Connection
• In our parish office, we have a hand written note on July 16, 

1936, from Sister Agnes of Jesus (St. Therese’s older sister 
Pauline), which reads:

• Pax Christi July 14, 1946

• I am asking from my saintly little sister to pour out her celestial 
roses with profusion, on the parish which is entrusted to her in 
Deephaven.

~Sister Agnes of Jesus 



Parish Connection



God First
• It is impossible to understand other aspects of the [Martin’s] 

lives without reference to the source that guided them in all 
things. (Mongin, 37)

• Louis and Zélie wanted to be saints.  Little by little, they 
realized that holiness was rooted in the real and ordinary.  

• They were the first to arrive at morning Mass at 5:30 am, the 
“worker’s Mass.”  When the neighbors heard the first door on 
the street being closed, they would say, “It’s that 
Martin couple going to church, so we still 
have time to sleep.” (Mongin 38)   



God First
• Thérèse recounts her experience of going to Matthe, as she 

called it, with her father.

• She admits that she while she had a poor understanding of the 
sermons, she looked over at the handsome face of her father, 
which meant so much to her.  

• She says, “His eyes, at times, were filled with tears which he 
tried in vain to stop; he seemed no longer held by earth, so much 
did his soul love to lose itself in the eternal in the eternal truths.” 
(Story, 42)

• Key: Particularly in our younger years, faith is more caught than 
taught.  Children pick up more than you realize!



God First
• They had a regular confessor and considered the Sacrament of 

Reconciliation the privileged instrument of divine mercy, not a 
burden. (Mongin, 41)  

• Additionally, the Martins were bonded to their parish.  They 
took part in liturgical feasts, processions, retreats, and missions 
that took place, regardless of the preacher.

• Zelie: “For eight days now, we have had two missionaries who 
are giving three sermons a day.  Neither one preaches better 
than the other, in my opinion.  We go to hear them anyway out of 
duty, and for me at least, it is an extra penance.” (Mongin, 42)



Vocation of Parents
• Louis and Zélie were acquainted with the difficulties of young 

parents.  For example, they endured a baby crying for “thirty six 
hours” without stopping,” the squabbles between sisters, the 
nights of two hours of sleep.” (Mongin, 54)

• Zélie’s business was growing and she had to balance the 
demands of her business with the needs of her children.  

• The girls frequently interrupted Zelie in her correspondence as 
they ran from one end of the house to the other smiling and 
dancing for joy.  In the Martin family charity ruled – they often 
told each other of their love, one for the other… When the pitch 
would rise among the girls, [Louis] only had to say, “Peace, 
children.”  (Mongin, 58-59)



Vocation of Parents
• Even though Zelie was not the least bit taken with fashion, she 

liked to make clothes for her children. 

• As the girls grew up, they became dress-conscious.  “We are 
truly slaves of fashion,” Zelie complained. (Gaucher, 20)  

• Pauline was considered the best student in the whole school.  
Although the parents were proud of these honors, they didn’t 
attach exaggerated importance to them. (Mongin, 63)  

• For Louis and Zélie, the education of the children had a goal: 
to “raise them for heaven.” (Mongin, 67)



Vocation of Parents
• The children saw their parents pray everyday.  Louis, their 

“king,” got on his knees, and that went a long way to telling the 
little girls – who admired their father deeply – about God.  

• This was the case to such an extent that one night, not seeing 
him say his prayers, Thérèse at the age of two, reacted sharply, 
“Why aren’t you saying your prayers, Papa?” (Mongin, 68)

• Key: Louis and Zélie knew that while only God can give faith 
and cause it to grow (1 Cor. 3:6-7), they could cultivate the 
ground to provide opportunities for grace to be implanted.



For Us
Louis and Zelie

• Mass was a priority, not just in 
body, but in spirit

• Reconciliation was central, 
sacramentally and in family

• Worked to find balance 
between work and family

• Struggles of fashion and 
honors in school

• Prayed as a family

Us  

• What has priority in my family: 
God or created goods?

• What role does reconciliation 
have in my life?  God’s mercy!

• How do I maintain balance 
between work / family?  

• What steals my heart: wealth, 
honor, pleasure, power?

• Do I pray with my family? 



Five Deaths
• In the space of three years, the Martins would bury five people: 

Zélie’s father and four children. (Mongin, 94)

• Two Josephs, Hélène, and Marie Melanie Thérèse

• Marie Melanie Thérèse died because the wet nurse was 
underfeeding the child.  Once they found out, it was too late.

• Zelie remarked, “How I am weary of suffering!” (Mongin, 98)

• Key: The Martins’ deep faith helped them weather the awful 
storms of suffering.  They knew that God allowed trials, and 
how to make good come out of them.  



Prussians
• On July 16, 1870, France declared war on Prussia.  By 

January, the Prussians entered Alencon.  “I cannot describe my 
anxieties to you,” Zélie wrote.  Bombs preceded their entrance, 
so that the whole family took refuge in the cellar. (Mongrin, 103)

• In fact, 25,000 Prussians entered the city with impressive war 
gear.  At the sight of their black flags and skulls on their helmets, 
the Martins trembled with fear.

• The Prussians assigned nine soldiers to be housed with them, but 
Zélie couldn’t get upset: “I am not shy with them.  When they ask for 
too much, I tell them it is impossible.” (Mongrin, 103)



Zelie’s Passion
• In 1865, when she was thirty-four years old, Zelie complained to 

her brother about a painful gland in her breast.  …Eleven years 
later, in the summer of 1876, Zelie began to suffer again. 
(Mongrin, 109)  

• On February 24, 1877, her sister (Sister Marie-Dosithée) died.  
After this, Zelie’s condition deteriorated. (Gaucher, 23)

• The family decided to make a pilgrimmage to Lourdes in the hope 
for a cure.  The family left on June 17.  Overall, given that Zélie
didn’t like to travel and she was sick, the pilgrimmage was a terrible 
trial.  



Zélie’s Passion
• During the pilgrimage, Zélie’s sufferings grew worse from the 

fatigue of the long hours in the train; there were delays and all 
sorts of mishaps (she lost her dead sister’s rosary, the bottles of 
Lourdes water leaked, their provisions were uneatable, she tore 
her cloths, they missed the train, her daughters complained). 
(Gaucher, 25)

• Zélie had two months to live.  She continued to run her house, 
and it took extraordinary effort to get to Mass.  Her suffering, 
especially at night, became unbearable. (Guacher 25)  

• Thérèse says of the last rites: “I can still see the spot where I 
was by Céline’s side.  All five us were lined up according to age, 
and Papa was there too, sobbing. (Story, 32)



Zélie’s Death
• Zélie passed away on August 28, 1877.  She was nearly 46. 

Thérèse was four and half years old.  She would later recount 
how deeply her mother’s death impacted her.

• “The balance of family life was disrupted; it would have to 
‘organize itself’ in a new way.  But nothing would ever be the 
same. (Gaucher, 26)

• After Zélie’s death, the Guerins (Zélie’s brother) insisted to 
Louis that he should carry out his wife’s last plan and move to 
Lisieux to be next to them.  …Louis soon acquiesed for the 
good of his children. (Mongrin, 131)

• Louis left his friends, gravesites, and memories for Lisieux.    



For Us
Louis and Zelie

• Experienced five deaths in 
three years (four children)

• Home was disrupted by 
Prussian soldiers

• Health deteriorated from 
breast cancer

• Hoped for cure at Lourdes

• Louis left home for children

Us

• How do I handle the death of 
loved ones?

• What do I do when my family 
life is disrupted?

• How do I handle sickness or 
disease?  

• How about unanswered prayers?

• How have I faced leaving my 
friends or my home?



To Lisieux
• Louis visited 25 homes before 

finding the charming home that 
the girls would name “Les 
Buissonnets.” (Mongin, 131)

• Louis’ attraction for solitude 
grew and the Martin family would 
spend little time with anyone else 
except the Guérin family. 

• Thérèse says that she found her 
joy within the intimacy of family. 
(Story of a Soul, 35)

• Thérèse would live here 
from age four and half to 
that of fourteen.  



Papa: My King
• Louis’ five daughters affectionately referred to him as their 

“King.” Thérèse wrote that she “only [had] to look at him to 
see how the saints pray.” (Mongin, 133)  

• She added, “I cannot say how much I admired Papa; everything 
in him caused me to admire him.” (Story, 48)

• Thérèse was convinced that if her father were made King, then 
France would be happy as it has never been before. (Story, 
48) 

• Louis, for his part, referred to Thérèse as “my little Queen.”



Martin Routine
• Every evening, Louis would turn himself into pastor emcee for 

entertainment.  He would begin by reading and commenting on a 
spiritual passage…

• And then in his beautiful voice he would sing something from his 
large repertoire or do funny imitations. Thérèse would be at his 
knees, drinking it all in, and would make good use of that 
heritage later at Carmel.  

• Then, when it was time for games, Louis proved himself to be an 
almost unbeatable checker’s player.  

• Finally, they would gather around the statue of Mary to thank 
her for the day. ~Mongin, 135



For Us
• Key: The Martin family highlights the important role that 

fathers play in the lives of their children.

• A Swiss study on Church attendance done in 1994 revealed 
that the father’s faith is the single most important factor that 
determines whether children will practice their faith.      
(Touchstone, June 2003)  

• If the father doesn’t attend church, but the mother does 
regularly, 39% of children will remain in the faith.            Only 
2% will be regular.

• If the father regularly practices his faith, 75% of children will 
remain in the faith.  33% will be regular.  



Louis’ Offerings
• Louis could have finished his life happily at Les Buissonnets 

surrounded by his daughters as their beloved “king.”

• However, like Abraham who offered his only son, this holy man 
was willing to offer not only his five daughters to God, but himself 
as well. (cf Mongin, 139)   

• One by one, he allowed his daughters to follow God’s call, a call 
that would prove costly given his great love for them.

• Key: It’s extremely difficult to “let go” and allow your children to 
follow God’s plan.  I told my mom about my vocation on the back 
of a cruise ship while looking at the stars.  “Mom, I want to go into 
the seminary to be a priest.”  “Oh, I knew this was going to 
happen!”  Mothers have a good intuition!   



Louis’ Offerings
• On Oct. 2, 1882, Pauline enters Carmel (Thérèse’s “mama”)

• On Oct 15, 1886, Marie enters Carmel.  

• Louis referred to Marie as “his diamond.”

• This time, Louis didn’t succeed in concealing his pain.  …As 
he choked back a sob and wondered aloud to her how he 
could ever live without her, she told him that Céline was old 
enough to replace her and that everything would be just fine.  
Her father then added that God could not have asked for a 
greater sacrifice from him.  He had thought she would never 
leave him, and he embraced her to hide his emotion. (Mongin, 
139)



Louis’ Offerings
• It was soon a double blow because during Marie’s farewell trip 

to Alencon, Léonie, without telling anyone, entered the Poor 
Clares.  The family was shocked, but Louis, with greatness of 
soul, defended his daughter. (Mongin, 139-140)

• Léonie couldn’t stand the rigors of the Poor Clares and 
returned a month later.  She entered different convents 
several times before finally ending up for good at the 
Visitation Monastery in Caen in 1899. (Mongin, 140)

• Shortly thereafter, Thérèse revealed her desire to enter 
Carmel to her father on Pentecost 1887. Thérèse recounts the 
conversation in her autobiography, Story of a Soul.



Louis’ Offerings
• “Without saying a word, I sat down by his side, my eyes already wet 

with tears.  He gazed up at me tenderly, and taking my head he 
placed it on his heart, saying, “What’s the matter, my little Queen?  
Tell me.

• Then rising as though to hide his own emotion, he walked while still 
holding my head on his heart. 

• Through my tears, I confided my desire to enter Carmel and soon 
his tears mingled with mine.” (Story of a Soul, 108)

• Louis pulled a little white flower with all of its roots without 
breaking them.  The flower is destined to live in soil more fertile 
than the tender moss where it had spent its first days.  Thérèse will 
leave the sweet valley of family life to climb Mount Carmel.     



Louis and Thérèse


